
FUNDRAISING OPPORTUNITIES - 501(c) (3)

Who we are:

CREATE | PREMIER | FAMILY

Utah Arts Academy is a premier academic and arts-focused school. By combining rigor-
ous academic programming with pre-professional training in a wide array of arts (theatre, 
dance, music, visual and media arts), we inspire our students' creativity and thought, while 
providing an essential and dynamic educational foundation that appeals to any university. 

Our Studios:

We provide a holistic and dynamic educational cur-
riculum. Our students spend their days immersed in 
both academics and art. They're building their skills to 
become creative thinkers in any discipline with a per-
severance to curiosity and new ideas. Through a 
constant cycle of collaboration, work ethic, self-disci-
pline, fortitude, and grit, students are more agile for 
any university program or artistic endeavor.

3-Tiered Giving Opportunity

Acting | Dance | Commercial Music |Visual Arts |Media Technology

Utah ARTS Professional Audio,
Lighting and Instruments

Goal - $180k

Goal - $1millionUtah ARTS Perpetual Endowment
- Supporting student learning opportunities

Utah ARTS Professional 
Development

Goal - $50k/yr
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The Needs:
$90k
Professional Level Yamaha 
DC6 with Disklavier technology

$50k
Professional audio speakers and
gear for the Black Box Theatre

$40k
Professional lighting equipment,
dimmer rack and grid system
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Yamaha DC6 Disklavier

CREATE | PREMIER | FAMILY

No two artists are alike. Disklavier features two patented systems 
that work together to recreate the intangible, human variations that 
other reproducing pianos can’t. The Optical Sensor System continu-
ously measures the subtle movements of each key, hammer and 
pedal, while the AccuPlay Technology interprets every detail in real 
time and adjusts to faithfully reproduce each note.

We can record recitals, concerts or rehearsals, sync them to video and 
play them back on our piano. Then we save them and share with 
family and friends. Disklavier makes every live performance come to 
life.
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Yamaha Live Sound

CREATE | PREMIER | FAMILY

Technological innovation occurs 
at a breathtaking pace in the 
world of professional audio. 
Speaker systems are still the most 
critical, variable, and problematic 
link in the audio chain. Speakers 
interact directly with their environ-
ment and other components in 
the system, making it essential to 
both use speakers that are prop-
erly designed for their application 
and to set them up so that they 
and the room function as a 
well-balanced whole. Yamaha's 
dedication to delivering the best 
can mean the difference be-
tween average and superlative 
sonic performance.
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